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ANNEX 10 - TENDER Q&A DOCUMENT
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Date: 01-01-2017
Tender Questions & Answers
FROM:
DANISH REFUGEE COUNCIL
Tender No:
Tender Title:
Tender Issuing Date:
Tender Closing Date:
#
Enquiries to the Tender      
Date
Question
Answer
On behalf of DRC 
Yours sincerely,
11.0.0.20130303.1.892433.887364
ITB‐AFG‐KBL International 001
Supply of Fuel‐2020 (FA)
ITB‐AFG‐KBL International 001
ITB‐AFG‐KBL International 001
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	[Please enter one question and answer per one line. Furthermore, kindly note that the question copied has to be identical to the one posted by the Supplier, and may not be altered] : Only petrol supply will be needed or diesel supply is also needed, kindly let us the standard type of diesel also, if diesel supply is needed?
	[Please enter one question and answer per one line. Furthermore, kindly note that the question copied has to be identical to the one posted by the Supplier, and may not be altered] : This call is for both petrol and Diesel, please refer to annex A.1 Lot I for supply of Diesel and Lot II for supply of Petrol. DRC is looking for L 02-62 Turkmenistan Diesel. 
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